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ABSTRACT

Automatic live video commenting is with increasing attention due to its signifi-
cance in narration generation, topic explanation, etc. However, the sentiment con-
sideration of the generated comments is missing from the current methods. Senti-
mental factors are critical in interactive commenting, and lack of research so far.
Thus, in this paper, we introduce and investigate a task, namely sentiment-guided
automatic live video commenting, which aims to generate live video comments
based on sentiment guidance. To address this problem, we propose a Sentiment-
oriented Transformer-based Variational Autoencoder (So-TVAE) network, which
consists of a sentiment-oriented diversity encoder module and a batch-attention
module. Specifically, our sentiment-oriented diversity encoder elegantly combines
VAE and random mask mechanism to achieve semantic diversity under sentiment
guidance, which is then fused with cross-modal features to generate live video
comments. Furthermore, a batch attention module is also proposed in this paper
to alleviate the problem of missing sentimental samples, caused by the data im-
balance, which is common in live videos as the popularity of video varies. Exten-
sive experiments on Livebot and VideoIC datasets demonstrate that the proposed
So-TVAE outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in terms of the quality and di-
versity of generated comments. Related codes will be released.

1 INTRODUCTION

Live video commenting, commonly known as “danmaku” or “bullet screen”, is a new interactive
mode on online video websites which allows viewers to write real-time comments to interact with
others. Recently, the automatic live video commenting (ALVC) task, which aims to generate real-
time video comments for viewers, is increasingly used for narration generation, topic explanation,
and video science popularization as it can assist in attracting the attention and discussion of viewers.
However, previous works aim to generate factual and subjective comments without considering the
sentimental factor. In real-world applications, it is difficult for comments with a single sentiment to
resonate with everyone (Wang & Zong, 2021; Yan et al., 2021). On the other hand, sentiment-guided
comments would help video labeling and distribution, and further encourage the human-interacted
comment generation. Thus, in this paper, we introduce and investigate a task, namely sentiment-
guided automatic live video commenting, which aims to generate live video comments based on
sentiment guidance.

Two major difficulties make this task extremely challenging. Firstly, sentiment, comment, and video
are heterogeneous modalities, and they are both important in live video comment generation with
sentiment. Previous works take their effort on sentiment-guided text generation (Li et al., 2021; Kim
et al., 2022; Sabour et al., 2021) or video comment generation (Ma et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020),
but cannot apply to the complex situation that needs considering all three modalities simultaneously.
Secondly, the imbalance of video data (Wu et al., 2021) hinders the generation of comments with
the desired sentiment. The imbalance of video data lies in two aspects. On the one hand, as the
popularity of the videos varies, the number of comments is a huge difference between videos, and
on the other hand, in a certain video, comments usually show some sentimental trend, but lack
comments on the other sentiments.
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00:09 旁边的蓝⽩配⾊好好看啊
         “Look at the blue and white color on the   

side, so beautiful!”
00:09 第⼀步就已经难到我
         “The first step has been difficult for me.”
00:09 学成归来
          “Return after successful learning.”
00:09 我的⼿有⾃⼰的想法
         “My hands have their own thinking.”

01:13 好难啊！
         “So difficult!”
01:14 其实不难的哦，各位加油
          “In fact, it's not difficult. Come   on!”
00:14 OK我学不会
          “OK，I can't learn it.”
00:14 有点像折百合
          “It's kind of like folding a lily.”

Title:⼀把可以收缩折叠的迷你折纸⼩伞，和真伞⼀样，不过更加好玩可爱 
          “A miniature origami umbrella that can shrink and fold. It's the same as a real umbrella, but it's more fun and lovely

00:09 00:14

Figure 1: A live video commenting example in Livebot with selected video frames and live com-
ments. Green: Positive comments. Black: neutral comments. Blue: Negative comments.

To this end, in this paper, we propose a Sentiment-oriented Transformer-based Variational Autoen-
coder (So-TVAE) network, which consists of a sentiment-oriented diversity encoder module and a
batch attention module, to deal with above two challenges. The proposed sentiment-oriented diver-
sity encoder elegantly combines VAE and random mask mechanism to achieve semantic diversity
under sentiment guidance. Specifically, we firstly leverage a Gaussian mixture distribution mapping
guided by sentimental information to learn diverse comments with different sentiments. In addition,
to effectively avoid VAE ignoring the input information and directly learns the mapping of the latent
space, we propose a novel sentiment-oriented random mask encoding mechanism, balancing the
learning ability of the model to various modalities, which further improves the performance.

Moreover, a batch-attention module is proposed in this paper to alleviate the data imbalance prob-
lem existing in live video. We leverage batch-level attention along with multi-modal attention in a
parallel way to simultaneously deal with the multi-modal features in batch dimension and spatial
dimension. In this way, the proposed batch-level attention module can mitigate the gap between
samples, explore the sample relationships in a mini-batch, and further improve the quality and di-
versity of generated comments.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

Firstly, we introduce and investigate a task in this paper, namely sentiment-guided automatic live
video commenting, which aims to generate live video commenting by sentiment guidance. To this
end, we propose a Sentiment-oriented Transformer-based Variational Autoencoder (So-TVAE) net-
work, which consists of a sentiment-oriented diversity encoder module and a batch attention module.

Secondly, we propose a sentiment-oriented diversity encoder module, which elegantly combines
VAE and random mask mechanism to achieve semantic diversity and further align sentiment features
with language and video modalities under sentiment guidance. Meanwhile, we propose a batch-
attention module for sample relationship learning, to alleviate the problem of missing sentimental
samples caused by the data imbalance.

Thirdly, we perform extensive experiments on two public datasets. The experimental results based
on all evaluation metrics prove that our model outperforms the state-of-the-art models in terms of
quality and diversity.

2 APPROACH

2.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MULTI-MODAL ENCODER

Given the video clip Vt with k frames It = {I1, . . . , It, . . . , Ik} and m surrounding comments St =
{s1, s2, . . . , sm} which are firstly concatenated into a word sequence xt = {x1, x2, . . . , xp}, where
p represents the total number of words of St, automatic live video commenting aims to generate
human-like comments at timestamp t. The overview of the framework is illustrated in Figure 2.

Specifically, the input frames and surrounding comments are first represented as the initial features
with a pre-trained convolution neural network (ResNet) He et al. (2016) and Long short-term mem-
ory network (LSTM) Hochreiter et al. (1997), respectively. Then we employ a co-attention module
to further enhance feature encoding, and generate the attended visual representations V̂I and the
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed Sentiment-oriented Transformer-based Variational Auto-
Encoder (So-TVAE) Network. (A) represents the proposed sentiment-oriented diversity encoder
module; whereas, (B) represents the proposed batch attention module.

attended textual representations V̂e:

Vi = ResNet(Ii), Ei = LSTM(e(xi), Ei�1), (1)

V̂e, V̂I = Co-Attention(Ve,VI), (2)

where e(·) is the word embedding processing. Co-attention acts on the initial frame features VI =
{V1, V2, . . . , Vk} 2 RB⇥k⇥d and text feature Ve = {E1, E2, . . . , Ep} 2 RB⇥p⇥d for modeling
multi-modal interaction.

2.2 SENTIMENT-ORIENTED DIVERSITY ENCODER

The previous methods of the ALVC task can only achieve one-to-one generation as they encode the
source input to a fixed feature vector to guide the reconstruction of comments. Therefore, based on
the principle of Variational Autoencoder, we propose a diversity encoder that can explicitly model
a one-to-many mapping between the latent space and the target comments. By sampling multiple
latent vectors z from the trained latent space, our model can generate diverse comments.

2.2.1 SENTIMENTAL DIVERSITY

To make up for the lack of sentiment annotation in the original datasets, a pre-trained sentiment anal-
ysis model SKEP (Tian et al., 2020) is introduced to evaluate the sentiment of target comment y, pro-
ducing a sentiment label ys (ys 2 {0, 1, ..., N�1}, N is the number of sentiment categories). We use
one-hot encoding on the sentiment label to obtain sentiment weight vector s, followed by an embed-
ding layer to generate the direct sentiment feature representations Vs = Embeddings(one-hot(ys)).

2.2.2 SEMANTIC DIVERSITY

Furthermore, we model a one-to-many mapping to learn the diverse semantic information of differ-
ent sentiments. In the training stage, the semantic diversity module samples a sentiment-oriented
latent vector z from the latent space with the guidance of target comment y. By making z obey a
prior probability distribution, our model can learn the diversity mapping relationship from the latent
space to the reconstructed comments. Thus, in the inference stage, our model can generate diverse
comments by sampling different sentiment-oriented latent vectors z from the prior distribution.
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To effectively integrate the sentimental information and the semantic information, our model explic-
itly structures the latent space with the guidance of sentimental information. As the prior distribution
of the latent vector z determines how the learned latent space is structured, which is crucial to the
performance of the model, we construct it as a sentiment-based Gaussian mixture model:

p(z | s) =
NX

j=1

sjN (z|µj ,�
2
j I), (3)

where I is the identity matrix, s is the sentiment weight mentioned before, µj and �j represent the
mean vector and standard deviation of the j-th Gaussian distribution.

Concretely, we leverage a Transformer encoder layer to map the target comment y and sentiment
weight s to a sampling region in the latent space for training. The last hidden state hT of the
Transformer layer is transformed into N mean vectors µ

0

j and N log variances log �2
j

0
, using a

linear network for each:

H = Transformer(si, s, y), (4)

µ
0

j , log �
2
j

0

= LNj(hT ), for j = 1, ..., N (5)

zpost ⇠ N (µ
0
,�20 ; s), (6)

where zpost is the posterior latent vector, obtained by following the Gaussian mixture sampling mode
of prior distribution in Equation 3.

2.2.3 SENTIMENT-ORIENTED RANDOM MASK

Contrary to the posterior collapse problem of VAE existing in other tasks, our model confronts a
new mode imbalance problem where the model tends to rely heavily on the latent vector rather
than the source input. Different from other tasks, the sentiment-guided ALVC is more difficult to
reconstruct the target comments from the source input. As the latent space is infinite, the model
tends to ignore the input information and directly learns the mapping between the encoding region
of latent space and the reconstructed comments, which is useful in training, but meaningless at
inference. Therefore, we propose a masked encoding mechanism to balance the learning ability of
the model to various features by sentimental masking the posterior latent vector zpost on the random
mask region m�. With a linear network to encode the latent vector, the multi-semantic sentiment
feature representation is calculated as:

Vz = Embeddingz((1�m�)� zpost +m� � zprior), (7)

where m� is a binary mask region, which regional proportion is determined by the mask ratio �, �
is element-wise multiplication, and zprior is the latent vector sampling from the prior distribution of
the corresponding sentiment.

2.3 BATCH ATTENTION MODULE

To address the data imbalance problem, inspired by the batch interaction thought of Hou et al.
(2022), we devise a batch attention module to explore the sample relationship during training. The
proposed batch attention module leverages the batch multi-modal attention parallelly with the origi-
nal multi-modal attention, which in turn leads to dealing with the multi-modal features in both batch
dimension and spatial dimension. In this manner, the proposed module can mitigate the gap between
samples and model their relations.

Given a batch sample X = (X1, X2, ..., XB) with size B, the proposed batch attention module
implicitly augments B � 1 virtual samples for each sample Xi by modeling the relationship among
samples in the mini-batch, resulting in an improvement on data scarcity. Specifically, we adopt
an co-attention module acting on the input features to obtain the batch-attended textual and visual
features:

V̂
B

e
, V̂

B

I
= (Co-AttentionB(V

B

e
,V

B

I
))T, (8)

where V
B

e
2 Rp⇥B⇥d and V

B

I
2 Rk⇥B⇥d are reshaped from the original frame feature and text

feature, to enable the co-attention module working on the batch dimension.
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In the inference stage, considering the single-sample input, the batch attention module cannot be
used directly. Therefore, we introduce a new auxiliary decoder, which conducts comment decoding
based on the batch-attended visual and textual features V̂

B

I
, V̂

B

e
and the sentiment feature Vs and Vz.

By simply sharing weights between the auxiliary decoder and the final decoder, the model can still
benefit from the sample relationship learned by the batch attention module, without utilizing the
batch attention module in inference.

2.4 DECODER

2.4.1 SENTIMENT-PREDICTION

To predict the sentiment most expected by the viewers for a video clip, we design a sentiment-
prediction module to predict the most likely comment sentimental types based on the visual and
textual context. The predicted sentiment label ŷs is calculated as:

Vpre = LayerNorm(WIV̂I + WeV̂e), (9)
p(ŷs | I, e) = Sigmoid(WpreVpre), (10)

where WI,We 2 Rd⇥dpre and Wpre 2 Rdpre⇥N are learnable weight matrixes. At inference, the
sentiment label ŷs predicted based on context will be used for generation, replacing the sentiment
label ys from target comments.

2.4.2 COMMENT DECODER

The goal of the comment decoder is to generate comments for the target timestamp based on context
information and diverse sentimental information. More specifically, we decode the word ŷ

t
at every

timestep t with a Transformer decoder layer followed by a softmax layer:

wt = Transformer(yt, y<t
, V̂I, V̂e,Vs,Vz), (11)

p(ŷt | y0, . . . , yt�1, I, e, ys, z) = Softmax(Wwt), (12)

where y <t
denotes the masked comment {y0, . . . , yt�1}. Inside the comment decoder, there are

five multi-head attention blocks, using yt as the query to attend to y <t
, V̂I, V̂e,Vs and Vz, respec-

tively. The auxiliary comment decoder has the same structure, but using yt as the query to attend to
y <t

, V̂
B

I
, V̂

B

e
,Vs and Vz, respectively.

2.5 LOSS FUNCTION

The traditional encoder-decoder model is realized by maximizing the log-likelihood function of
generated comment ŷ. As our generation model is controlled by latent vector z, the objective is
changed to maximize:

p(ŷ) =

Z

z

p(ŷ | z)p(z)dz. (13)

As it is impossible to traverse all latent vectors z for integration, by referring to the mathematical
derivation in the Variational Autoencoder (Kingma & Welling, 2014), we use the Evidence Lower
Bound (ELBO) to approximate the log-likelihood function of generated comment ŷ:

log p(ŷ) � Eq(z|ŷ)[log p(ŷ | z)]�DKL[q(z | ŷ), p(z)], (14)

where q(z | ŷ) corresponds to the probability distribution obtained by the diversity encoder and is
used to approximate the posterior probability distribution p(z | ŷ) of the decoder.

Since the model is also affected by the video frames I, surrounding comments e, and generated or
selected sentiment type ys, the objective function is changed to:

log p(ŷ | I, e, ys) � Eq(z|ŷ,I,e,ys)[log p(ŷ | z, I, e, ys)]�
DKL[q(z | ŷ, I, e, ys), p(z | I, e, ys)]. (15)

The first item encourages the model to generate higher quality comments, which is the loss of model
reconstruction. The second item encourages the latent vector distribution obtained by training to be
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as close as possible to the prior distribution p(z | I, e, ys), i.e., p(z | ys), which is the KL distance
between them:

lossz = DKL[q(z | ŷ, I, e, ys), p(z | ys)]

=
NX

j=1

log(
�j

�
0
j

) +
�

0

j

2
+ || µ0

j � µj ||
2

2

2�2
j

� 1

2
. (16)

Moreover, considering the sentiment-prediction module, we adopt cross-entropy loss to optimize:

losspre = � log p✓(ŷs | ys), (17)

where ✓ corresponds to model parameters, ŷs and ys are the predicted sentiment and ground truth
sentiment respectively.

In short, the total loss function of the model is defined as:

L = lossrc + � · lossz + � · losspre, (18)

where � and � are hyper-parameters.

3 EXPERIMENT

Experiment Setting. We conduct experiments on two live video commenting datasets: Livebot
(Ma et al., 2019) and VideoIC (Wang et al., 2020). In all experiments, we consider the Transformer
layers with 6 blocks, 8 attention heads, and set the hidden size of the multi-head attention layers
and the feed-forward layers to 512 and 2, 048. Our model is optimized by Adam optimizer (Kingma
& Ba, 2014) with the base learning rate set to 1e � 4 and 3e � 5 on datasets Livebot and VideoIC
respectively, and decayed by 1/4 every 2 epochs after 4 epochs. The batch size is 128 and dropout
rate is 0.1. The number of selected video frames and surrounding comments k and m are both set
to 5. For the joint loss function, the corresponding parameters are set as: � = 2 and � = 0.3. We
adopt 3 as the number of layers of the co-attention module. In practice, the standard deviation of
each prior distribution is fixed at 0.2. Unless otherwise stated, the sentiment category N is set to 3,
as N = 3 exactly corresponds to the three sentiments of negative, neutral, and positive.

Evaluation Metrics. Since a time stamp contains multiple various comments, which makes the
reference-based metrics not applicable, we use the retrieval-based evaluation metrics proposed by
Ma et al. (2019) for the quality evaluation. As the evaluation is formulated as a ranking problem,
the model is asked to rank a set of candidate comments based on the log-likelihood score. We
provide a candidate comment set that consists of diverse ground-truth comments and three types of
improper comments as follows: 1) Correct: the ground-truth comments of the corresponding video
and corresponding moment provided by human. 2) Plausible: 50 comments most similar to the
video title which are measured based on the cosine similarity of their TF-IDF values. 3) Popular: 20
most popular comments from the dataset which carry less information, such as “Great”, “hahaha”.
4) Random: after selecting the correct, plausible, and popular comments, randomly select some
comments to make sure the number of the candidate set contains 100 comments.

The model ranks the ground-truth comments higher with a higher generation probability, reflect-
ing better model performance. We measure the ranking results with the following metrics: Re-

call@k (the proportion of ground-truth comments in the top-k sorted comments), Mean Rank (the
mean rank of the ground-truth comments), Mean Reciprocal Rank (the mean reciprocal rank of the
ground-truth comments).

3.1 COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model, we conduct experiments to compare our
So-TVAE with the state-of-the-art methods, including Fusional RNN (Ma et al., 2019), Unified
Transformer (Ma et al., 2019), MML-CG (Wang et al., 2020), DCA (Zhang et al., 2020b) and
Matching Transformer (Duan et al., 2020). Besides, to further explore the impact of sentiment, we
conduct the experiments with different sentiment categories (3, 5, and 10).

Table 1 shows the comparison results. Our proposed So-TVAE exhibits better performances on both
two datasets. It is worth noting that our sentiment-oriented model does not simply improve as the
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Table 1: Performance comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods, where R@k, MR, MRR, are
short for Recall@k, Mean Rank and Mean Reciprocal Rank. # indicates that the performance is
better with a lower score. 3,5,10 annotates the results of setting N = 3, 5, 10.

Livebot VideoIC

Model R@1 R@5 R@10 MR
#

MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 MR
#

MRR

F-RNN 17.25 3796 56.10 16.14 0.271 25.38 51.02 64.36 11.73 0.400
U-Trans 18.01 38.12 55.78 16.01 0.275 26.34 54.66 64.37 12.66 0.390
MML-CG 18.57 43.80 54.09 15.37 0.312 27.50 56.12 65.68 12.21 0.402
DCA 25.80 44.20 58.40 15.10 0.353 – – – – –
M-Trans 22.71 46.71 62.87 11.19 0.352 – – – – –

So-TVAE3 25.88 50.64 65.68 11.10 0.384 29.58 55.35 69.67 9.538 0.413
So-TVAE5 27.07 52.97 67.44 10.54 0.397 27.50 54.73 69.93 9.632 0.407
So-TVAE10 24.04 51.46 66.83 10.73 0.374 29.59 55.09 70.34 9.431 0.415

Table 2: Human evaluation result on the
Livebot test split.

Model Flu. Rel. Cor. Div.

F-RNN 2.44 2.52 2.40 1.32
U-Trans 3.44 3.28 3.52 1.48
MML-CG 3.82 3.44 3.84 1.42
So-TVAE 4.36 3.72 4.32 3.88

Human 4.64 4.12 4.52 4.24 Figure 3: Quantity distribution curve of mean-
ingful generated comments.

increase of sentiment categories. The model achieves the best performances on Livebot dataset with
N = 5 and VideoIC dataset with N = 10, meaning that the best effects will be obtained when the
fine granularity of sentiment is matching the sentimental distribution of the dataset.

Human Evaluation. We test the model ability of generating human-like comments. The generated
comments are evaluated from four aspects: Fluency (fluency of comments), Relevance (relevant
comments to video content), Correctness (the confidence that the comments are made by humans),
and Diversity (diversity of multiple generated comments). We randomly select 200 video clips,
which include 1, 000 comments from three baseline models, our So-TVAE, and ground-truth. Three
human annotators are asked to score the selected instances on four metrics in the range of [1, 5],
with the higher the better. Finally, we take the average score of all annotators as the human evalu-
ation results. As can be seen from Table 2, our proposed So-TVAE achieves better performance in
all aspects, especially in fluency, correctness and diversity. The great improvement in correctness
indicates that our model can generate more human-style comments.

Qualitative Results. Figure 4 exhibits several live video commenting results of the baseline models
and our So-TVAE, coupled with the video frames and contextual comments. Generally, compared
with the baseline model, our So-TVAE produces more accurate and detailed comments. Taking
the image of Figure 4 (b) as an example, our model generates a more detailed and accurate phrase
“tired”, while the baseline models only predict a high-frequency phrase “the first day”. On the one
hand, as we can see from Figure 4, by choosing different sentimental types, the current model can
successfully generate comments of different sentiments for a single video frame, which proves the
effectiveness of the sentimental diversity module. On the other hand, after selecting the same senti-
mental type, our model can generate comments of different semantics with the same sentiment, such
as “Really good” and “The harmony is so great” in part (d) of Figure 4, verifying the effectiveness
of the semantic diversity module. In general, the sentiment-oriented multi-semantic comment gen-
eration method is more in line with human thinking habits, resulting in more humanized comments
with the language characteristics of multiple perspectives and multiple sentiments.
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 (a).  Title: 6岁的福原爱初来中国，挑战上海⼩学的⾼⼿！
          “Six-year-old Ai Fukuhara challenged the masters of Shanghai primary school!”

(b).  Title: 8分钟睡前运动，拉伸肌⾁，矫正体态
         “Exercise for 8 minutes before going to bed, stretch muscles and correct posture”

(c).  Title: 那些年我们曾⼊迷的国漫4
         “The Chinese animation thatascinated us in those years, No.4”

Context              
     这都是我的童年呀   (This is my childhood)
     泪⽬，我们的青春   （So sadness, it's our youth）
     啊啊啊啊啊，吹爆！   (Ahahahahah, I praise this!)

F-RNN               
     这个   (This one)
U-Trans             
     这个我吹爆   (This one, I praise it)
So-TVAE           
     我吹爆！！！（I praise this ! ! !）
     ⼩的时候都看过 （I watched it when I was a kid）
     我的青春，我的青春，我的青春   
     (My Youth, my youth, my youth)                     

(d).  Title: 飞云之下live⾸唱 两个神仙在唱歌，太感动了！！！
         “Under the flying clouds, two immortals are singing, so touched!”

Context    
     第⼆天   (The second day)
     做完好累啊啊啊    (I'm so tired after finishing)
     希望能改善体态    (Hope to improve my body shape)                   

F-RNN                
     第⼀天 第⼀天    (The first day, the first day)
U-Trans             
     第⼀天    ((The first day)
So-TVAE           
     加油！坚持住！   (Come on! Hold on!)
     第三天   (The third day)
     第⼆天，我要累死了  (The second day, I'm tired to death)

Context              
     好可爱呀，⼩爱   (So cute, Ai)
     哎呀，好⼼疼啊   (Oh, my heart is broken)
     感觉爱酱妈妈好严格呀   (I feel Ai's mother is so strict)                

F-RNN 
     ⼼疼   (My heart is broken)
U-Trans             
     妈妈好可爱   (Mom is so cute)
So-TVAE           
     好可爱啊   (So cute)
     ⼩爱，加把劲    (Ai, work hard)
     哭了好⼼疼（Crying,  my heart is broken）

Context              
     两个⼈都好好听   (Both of them sound good)
     和声超好听   (Harmony sounds great)
     两个⼈⾼⾳都⽓好⾜  (Them both sing high notes very well)

F-RNN               
     好听（Great）  
U-Trans               
     唱的很好听（Sing very well）
So-TVAE           
     和声也太好听了!   (The harmony is so great !)                            
     真的强   (Really good)
     ⾼⾳太棒了   (The treble is great)
     还可以   (Just so so)

Figure 4: Examples of generated comments by the baseline and So-TVAE for live video comment-
ing. Green: positive comments. Red: neutral comments. Blue: negative comments. Context: human
posted comments in context. The underline marks the generated comments of predicted sentiment.

Table 3: The results of ablation studies on Livebot and VideoIC.

Livebot VideoIC

Module Variant R@1 R@5 R@10 MR
#

MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 MR
#

MRR

Diversity
w/o 24.34 47.21 62.47 12.36 0.363 28.44 52.10 66.39 10.73 0.399
SEND 24.39 47.24 62.83 12.61 0.362 28.73 53.48 67.70 10.30 0.412
SMD 25.22 50.50 64.76 11.65 0.382 29.20 54.47 68.41 10.10 0.418

Mask
�=0% 24.50 49.18 63.96 11.97 0.370 28.48 54.44 67.87 9.964 0.403
�=15% 25.21 50.42 64.76 11.48 0.379 29.22 55.27 68.89 9.798 0.421
�=45% 24.84 50.61 65.60 11.28 0.378 29.05 55.08 69.40 9.614 0.419

Batch-Attention w/o 21.39 45.12 59.66 12.83 0.336 21.77 45.57 59.98 12.76 0.342
Origin 22.93 47.64 61.94 12.33 0.354 29.00 53.42 67.43 10.55 0.412

Co-attention w/o 8.678 20.04 34.34 22.12 0.171 16.98 38.08 53.26 15.69 0.284

Full model So-TVAE 25.88 50.64 65.68 11.10 0.384 29.58 55.35 69.67 9.538 0.413

3.2 ABLATION STUDY

To fully examine the contribution of each design in our model, we conduct ablation studies to com-
pare different variants of So-TVAE. The corresponding variants of each module are shown below:

Diversity Encoding: 1) the base model without any diversity components; 2) SMD: uses the stan-
dard normal distribution as the prior distribution without sentimental information; 3) SEND: simply
encodes the sentimental information as the input to the decoder.

Mask: the models with different mask radio �, where � = 0 means without masked encoding.

Batch Attention
1: 1) the base model without any batch attention module; 2) the model which uses

the original BatchFormer module proposed in Hou et al. (2022) to model the sample relationship.

Co-attention
2: the model without co-attention module.

According to the results shown in Table 3,we have the following observations: (1) For diversity
encoding, both the semantic diversity module and the sentimental diversity module bring an im-
provement with respect to the base model. (2) When the mask ratio � is too large or too small, the

1See Appendix B for more details.
2See Appendix A for more details.
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model will not learn enough source input information or diversity information. By setting the appro-
priate mask ratio to capture a balance between diversity and average quality, the model achieves the
best overall performance with � = 30% (full model). (3) The model with proposed batch attention
module substantially outperforms the model without batch attention or with the original module,
proving the effectiveness of our reconstruction of sample relational learning.

In addition, to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed batch-attention module on data
imbalance problems, we carry out extensive experiments. For the sentiment-guided live video com-
menting, an unfavourable situation of data imbalance is that with the absence of comment samples
with corresponding sentiment, the model is difficult to learn this type of comment information and
tends to generate an empty sentence. Thus, we use the model with and without batch attention
module to generate N (3, 5, and 10) comments for all 3, 768 samples in the Livebot test split, ex-
ploring the distribution of meaningful comment numbers. Figure 3 shows the distribution results.
Obviously, we can observe that the model with batch-attention module can generate more meaning-
ful comments than without utilizing batch-attention module. Taking the 10 sentiments situation as
an example, 3, 094 samples can generate comments for each sentiment using the full model, while
only 2, 084 samples can generate all sentimental comments without batch-attention. These results
further prove that our proposed batch-attention module can effectively alleviate the problem of data
imbalance in sentiment-guided ALVC.

4 RELATED WORK

Similar to but different from video captioning (Pan et al., 2020; Tan et al., 2020), image captioning
(Zhang et al., 2020a; Zhao et al., 2020) and diverse text generation (Dathathri et al., 2020; Nie et al.,
2019), automatic live video commenting aims at generating interactive comments, requiring a fully
understanding of surrounding multimodal context. Ma et al. (2019) first proposed the ALVC task
and proposed two basic neural networks to jointly encode the visual and textual information into
video comments. Duan et al. (2020); Zhang et al. (2020b) explored the interaction between multi-
modal information. Wang et al. (2020) constructed the VideoIC dataset on the consideration of
higher comment density and diversity, and proposed a multimodal and multitask generation model
to achieve effective commenting and temporal relation prediction. Zeng et al. (2021); Wu et al.
(2021) further explored highlight detection and temporal interaction for ALVC. However, these
works ignore the importance of multi-sentiment in the application of live video commenting.

To achieve the sentiment-guided live video commenting, we consider some one-to-many generation
methods for paired data, such as the mixture of experts (Shen et al., 2019), discrete domain encod-
ing (Lachaux et al., 2020; Gan et al., 2017) or Variational Autoencoder (Kingma & Welling, 2014;
Child, 2021; Zhu et al., 2020; Shao et al., 2020). Among these, Variational Autoencoders were
proposed by Kingma & Welling (2014); Rezende et al. (2014), and were initially applied in the
computer vision task. Bowman et al. (2015) introduced VAEs into natural language processing for
text generation for the first time, then VAEs have been extended by many following works in various
language generation tasks (Wen et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2017). To date, Conditional
Variable Autoencoders (CVAEs) have been used in image generation (Child, 2021), text summa-
rization Wang et al. (2019), image question generation Jain et al. (2017), image caption (Wang
et al., 2017), dialog model (Zhao et al., 2017) and other tasks, our work is the first to apply them
to the ALVC task. By addressing the problem of multi-modal learning and sentiment information
fusion, our model achieves the generation of diverse comments under sentiment guidance.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a Sentiment-oriented Transformer-based Variational Auto-Encoder (So-
TVAE) for the sentiment-guided ALVC task which can achieve sentiment-guided live video com-
menting. Specifically, we propose a sentiment-oriented diversity encoder to model the rich semantic
diversity information and the sentimental diversity information in the target comments. To alleviate
the mode imbalance problem, we propose a novel sentiment-oriented random mask mechanism to
ensure the quality and diversity of the generation model. In addition, we also propose a batch atten-
tion module to model the sample relationship, which is useful to address the video data imbalance
problem.Extensive experiments verify the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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